What do customers get?

- Colocated box, sold at cost. High-end hardware, USD 1000-3500+
- Setup in 2-3 days now, soon inside a day
- Monthly colo and bandwidth: USD 1500 with 256Kbps or USD 2500 for 1024Kbps
- Support, consulting, advice
The Ultimate Offshore Startup

IT'S BEEN FAB
Molecule, Silicon, Molecular Computing Is Done. Change Everything.

VENTURE CAPITALS
Mapping the 4G Hot Spots of the Global Boom.

BOOT UP!
Your Guide to the New High Trek Gear.

PICT: Jeff Bezos on Oprah’s Back, and America Is the Next Move.
The Inside Story on Transcend’s Ultra-Data.
Coasting and Decline (continued)

Informal and inconsistent restrictions were placed on HavenCo's operations, but largely ignored, in the truest form of banana republic. Reporters would often be given different stories by Sealand and HavenCo during interviews, with HavenCo going by the terms of original contracts, and Sealand and its advisor believing in the "norms of international practice and custom" and "nothing which would be offensive" (how British)
DISCUSSION